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1. Exclamatives do not answer questions
Exclamatives cannot answer questions because they do not assert (Grimshaw 1979, 
Castroviejo 2006). Gunlogson’s (2008) test for assertionhood corroborates that 
nothing has been asserted by A’ s exclamative, given the infelicity of B’s utterance:

A: How much Maria ate!
B: #Oh I didn’t know that! 

Further examples of exclamatives as infelicitous answers to questions:

(Zanuttini & Portner 2003)

A: How tall is Tony’s child?
B: #How very tall he is!

(Castroviejo 2021)

A: Do you want to go hiking?
B: What a great idea! ← cancellable implicature (not an answer stricto sensu)

2. Challenging data: 
whether-expressions 
A: Did Maria eat?
B: SE comeu! EP

whether ate
‘(Yes, and) how much/… she did!’

B’: Und OB! SG

and whether
‘(Yes,) and how much/… she did!’

C: Oh I didn’t know that!

Whether-expressions look like exclamatives and they seem to 
be good answers to questions, thus potentially challenging the 
current literature. The felicity of C means something has been 
asserted by B and B’ (Gunlogson 2008). 
The latter utterances not only update the context with p, they 
also contribute a high degree reading.

3. Are whether-expressions 
exclamatives? 
There are four diagnostics for exclamatives: 
factivity (i), high degree reading (ii), not 
functioning as questions (iii), nor answers (iv).
(Zanuttini & Portner 2003, Villalba 2003, Castroviejo 2021)

i) Factivity: ✔
A: Did Maria eat?        
B: SE comeu! #E se calhar comeu. EP

     ‘(Yes, and) how much/… she did! And perhaps she did.’
B’: Und OB sie gegessen hat! #Und vielleicht hat sie gegessen. SG

  ‘(Yes,) and how much/… she did! And perhaps she did.’

While whether-exclamatives are not structurally embeddable, as would be 
required to test factivity, the proposition p (that Maria ate) projects.

ii) High degree reading: ✔
A: Did Maria eat?
B: SE comeu! EP

‘(Yes, and) how much/fast/… she ate!’
B’: Und OB sie gegessen hat! SG

‘(Yes,) and how much/fast/… she ate!’

B and B’ convey that Maria ate a lot, or very fast, 
etc.

iii) Not questions: ✔
A: A Maria comeu. EP

‘Maria ate.’
B: SE comeu! EP

‘(And) how much/… she ate!’
C: #Comeu. EP

‘Yes.’

A: Maria hat gegessen. SG

‘Maria ate.’
B: Und OB sie gegessen hat! SG

‘And how much/…she ate!’
C: #Ja. SG

‘Yes.’

C’s utterance is infelicitous as an 
answer to B’s move.

iv) Not answers: ?
A: Did Maria eat?
B:  SE comeu! EP

B’: Und OB! SG

Back to the initial puzzle: 
whether-expressions appear to be good 
answers to questions.
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Conclusions and implications
‣ Whether-expressions (in European Portuguese (EP) and Standard German (SG)) exhibit all the constitutive properties of exclamatives, despite appearing to fail the ‘not an answer’ 
test (see §iv). The reason why they effectively do not answer questions can be explained through a division of labour: the (optionally realized) assertion of p answers the polar 
question whereas the exclamative triggers a high degree reading. 

‣ Whether p is overtly realized or not does not change the discourse contribution of the utterance. The obligatory and in SG supports that a whether-expression can never stand on its 
own: it is always preceded by an assertion, be it elided or not.

‣ This motivates our proposal for a new class of exclamatives, whether-exclamatives.

An asserted p answers the polar question and 
the exclamative triggers a high degree reading.

<<Comeu> e>  SE  comeu!
<Ja> und  OB <sie gegessen hat>!

ASSERTION + whether-EXCLAMATIVE

‣ When following polar questions, 
whether-expressions are preceded by an optionally 

phonetically realized assertion of p 
‣ EP differs from SG only in that the and is also 

optionally realizable
‣ Whether-expressions are exclamatives
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